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He was gone too soon and suffered too long. At age 50, Michael Jackson already
had one of the longest careers in show business. When he started performing the
Beatles were still playing in stadiums . His musical legacy is enormous. He possessed of all the tools to dominate the charts seemingly at will: an instantly identifiable voice, eye-popping dance moves, stunning musical versatility and loads of
sheer star power. As an artist he hardly ever made a mistake, he broke down racial
barriers, transformed the art of the music video and paved the way for modern pop
music. He had more hits, more number one records, sold more tickets, books and
magazines as any other artist in the 20th century. For much of his career, he had
an unparalleled level of worldwide influence over the younger generation through
his musical and humanitarian contributions.
Yet, his life was difficult. From childhood, he was burdened with a demanding and
disciplining father, health and financial issues, and a painful search for acceptance
while in the midst of constant self doubt. He was victimized by child abuse and
also suspected of inflicting the same. Made more money than any artists but left
behind the largest debt ever accumulated by any individual in show business.
Some of it was spent for reinventing his life as part of as an extra long second
childhood, turning out as sad as his first one, changing his physical appearance,
defending his privacy while every move he made was a global event.
It will take time for us to fully understand his legacy, but this documentary will help
us to remember his colorful fantastic life.
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